Singapore, 30 March 2010 | For immediate release
Race through Maritime Singapore TO LEARN, EXPERIENCE AND WIN!
Learn about Maritime Singapore’s quirky and historical facts
Experience this island’s dynamic maritime landscape
Win cash and an exclusive Champion’s Trophy!
The buzz on Singapore’s iconic maritime event, the Singapore Maritime Week
(SMW), has already started with the call for participants to join the Amazing
Maritime Race.
Competitors will compete in teams of four in an exhilarating race around Singapore
and stretch their resourcefulness and mental power to solve clues, complete tasks
and answer questions on Singapore’s maritime cluster and heritage. This interactive
and experiential race aims to attract 600 – 800 participants for the Open and Youth
Category. Members of the public can visit http://race.smw.sg to sign-up.
Also ongoing is the SMW Photography Competition “Our Maritime Moments
Through Your Lens” till 4 April 2010. Budding and professional photographers are
encouraged to capture striking images of Maritime Moments as they see and
experience them. More than $10,000 in prize money will be awarded to wining
entries. Interested parties can visit http://photocomp.smw.sg to register.
All winning photos will be on display at VivoCity from 21 – 25 April in a special
lighthouse-themed exhibition. Members of the public can also vote for their favourite
photo.
The Amazing Maritime Race and the SMW Photography Competition are jointly
organised by the Association of Marine Industries (ASMI), the Maritime and Port
Authority of Singapore (MPA), the Singapore Maritime Foundation (SMF), and the
Singapore Shipping Association (SSA).
<End of Release>
About the Singapore Maritime Week (25 – 30 April 2010)
Steered by the Maritime and Port Authority of Singapore, the Singapore Maritime Week (SMW) is
Singapore’s iconic maritime event. SMW celebrates all things maritime and gathers the international

maritime community in Singapore for a week of conferences, dialogues, exhibitions and social events.
Held annually since 2006, SMW is all about People, Ideas and Opportunities and aims to increase
everyone’s knowledge and appreciation of our maritime heritage.
Highlights this year include the 4th Singapore Maritime Lecture delivered by Capt Wei Jiafu, Executive
President and CEO of COSCO group, the Maritime Technology Conference and Exhibition
(MARTECH), Seatrade Asia Awards 2010 and Lloyd’s Register 250th Anniversary Dinner.
For more information and the full calendar of events, visit www.smw.sg.
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